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IBM Mainframe Bits: Understanding Architecture

This IBM® Redpaper™ publication reviews the role of the architecture and how it forms part 
of the solution by meeting the needs that drive the requirements for computer systems. It also 
examines the architecture’s relationships with hardware and software, and offers 
considerations to help understand how these relationships work to ensure longevity and 
compatibility.

This paper includes the following topics:

� Introduction
� Understanding what an architecture must achieve
� Architecture and components

This paper is the first in a new series of “Mainframe Bits” that are designed to provide you with 
succinct information about discrete topics that relate to IBM z Systems™ architecture.

Introduction

To grasp the concepts that are presented in this paper, a clear definition of architecture within 
the context of computing systems is essential. We use the following definition from 
z/Architecture Principles of Operation, SA22-7832-091:

The architecture of a system defines it attributes as seen by the programmer, that is, the 
conceptual structure and functional behavior of the machine, as distinct from the 
organization of the data flow, the logical design, the physical design, and the performance 
of any implementation. Several dissimilar machine implementations may conform to a 
single architecture. When the execution of a set of programs on different machine 
implementations produces the results as defined by a single architecture, the 
implementations are considered to be compatible for those programs.

Given this definition of architecture, you might have the following questions:

� What tangible purpose does the architecture achieve?
� Why is the architecture important?
� How do you determine what lies within or outside of the scope of the defined architecture?

1  z/Architecture Principles of Operation, SA22-7832-09: 
http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=pub1sa22783209

Machine definition: For this publication, machine in the definition refers to a physical 
computer.
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� How does the architecture align with the IT infrastructure that supports the business?
� Is an architecture part of the machine?

In this paper, an architecture is considered a conceptual representation of or framework for a 
solution. The remainder of this paper helps you understand this concept and reviews what 
implications and considerations are required to put an architecture in place.

Understanding what an architecture must achieve

The architecture is the part of a solution that is created in response to a collection of needs. 
These needs can come from the following sources:

� Consumers and customers
� Line of business, including users
� Business Partners or vendors
� Government, legal, and regulatory requirements
� Financial or business plans and strategy
� Innovations in products or technology
� Industry (for example, healthcare and education)

The needs can be from any of these sources, a combination of the sources, or a different 
source. A solution must be put in place to meet these needs. In essence, the needs act as the 
driver for creating the solution.

Needs and solutions

We start with a collection of needs and define a solution to meet those needs (see Figure 1). 

Figure 1   Needs and solution simple flow

Figure 1 shows a simple process that moves from left to right. The development of a solution 
consists of the following main stages:

� Analysis of needs
� Design of the architecture
� Build components that are based on the architecture

An architecture defines a conceptual structure for components to be built by using a 
framework. The solution is intended to meet the identified needs and is acceptable if the 
needs do not change beyond the scope of the solution.
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But what if the needs change? If new or different needs emerge, how is the solution affected? 
In this case, the analysis of the “new or changed” needs is the same, the architecture must be 
reviewed to see whether changes are necessary. New components or enhancements to 
components might be necessary to provide the functions to meet these changed needs.

Given a change in needs, is a new architecture necessary? If the architecture can 
accommodate the new requirements, only changes to the components are necessary. 
Changes do not necessarily mean changes to the architecture, just to the components. Not 
every component uses all of the architecture to satisfy a need (see Figure 2).

Figure 2   Same architecture with multiple components

If you considered the components that are shown in Figure 2 as computers, you can see that 
the following computers are used: 

� Version 1 was the original solution to the original needs.

� Version 2 was developed because the original needs changed and new functions was 
required to provide a solution to the changed needs. 

Before going further, consider an important implication: If the architecture is to remain true to 
its purpose, what is the relationship between the different versions of components that uses 
the same architecture? Compatibility is a crucial consideration for an architecture to be 
successful and achieve longevity.

Compatibility

Computer Version 1 satisfied the original needs, which are referred to as Needs Level 1. 
Changes to existing needs or new needs are referred to as Needs Level 2. However, Version 1 
computer cannot satisfy Needs Level 2. It can meet Needs Level 1 only. To meet Needs Level 
2, the functions of the computer must expand and change. These needs cause the creation of 
Computer Version 2 that meets the needs of Needs Level 2.
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So far so good, but there might be a problem. Will Computer Version 2 meet the needs of 
Needs Level 1? If Version 2 remains true and within the framework of the architecture, it will 
meet the Needs of Level 1. If it was not built to the framework of the architecture, it might not 
satisfy Needs Level 1. 

The ability of Version 2 to support both Needs Levels is known as compatibility. To be more 
specific, this kind of compatibility is known as backward compatibility. Backward compatibility 
implies that if a new version of the computer is designed and built, it can process the requests 
of the latest needs and previous needs levels.

Backward compatibility can be achieved only if the architectural framework allows it. 

Figure 3 show the compatibility between the Needs Levels and the Computer Versions.

Figure 3   Compatibility within the architecture 

The dashed lines in Figure 3 identify the relationship between the Needs Levels and the 
Computer Versions. Consider the following points:

� Computer Version 1 and Version 2 are both within the same architecture.

� Computer Version 1 can process requests from Needs Level 1, but not requests from 
Needs Level 2.

� Computer Version 2 was built with extended features that can process requests from both 
Needs Levels.

Why is this issue significant? Expanding the architecture protects the organizations that 
purchase the computers from the following exposures:

� Having to buy more computers each time needs levels change or increase.

� If there are modified Needs Levels, the previous computer might become redundant and 
the organization wasted resources and investment on the previous version.

� The data and information that is used by each Needs Level might be interdependent, 
which causes more complications and possible restrictions if Computer Versions 1 and 2 
are not compatible.

For the architecture to provide compatibility, Computer Version 2 must be 
able to process the requests from both Needs Level 1 and Needs Level 2.
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Instead of buying more computers, it is simpler for the organization to upgrade the existing 
computer to the next version to meet the new Needs Levels, as shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 4   Backward Compatibility within the architecture

As the organization develops and consumer patterns change, new Need Levels can continue 
to arrive and some existing Needs Levels might be modified. It is likely that the relationships 
between Needs Levels can become more complex. This situation is why the design of the 
architecture is important. Consider the scenario that is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5   Architectural longevity

Backward compatibility allows the organization to upgrade Computer 
Version 1 to Version 2 and still be able to meet both Need Levels.
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A new version of the computer might not be required for each new or changed Needs Level; 
therefore, the organization might not need to upgrade its computer for every change. The 
architecture enabled the computer to accommodate all the Needs Levels by offering the 
option to upgrade.

Managing larger scale Needs Levels

Organizations today often have more than one computer. This situation might be because the 
volume of activities that are undertaken are beyond the capacity of a single computer even 
though it is not beyond the computer’s capabilities. There are likely other reasons, but those 
reasons are outside of the scope of this paper.

The use of multiple computers to meet Needs Levels is another major consideration for the 
architectural design. Not only must computers process the requests from the Needs Levels, 
they must manage these activities as a group and communicate with one another. Figure 6 
shows how the use of multiple computers that are grouped is a viable solution for an 
organization with many Needs Levels.

Figure 6   Multiple computers within the same architecture

The increase in Needs Levels places higher demands on the computers and for large 
organizations, this increase might be beyond the capacity of a single computer. The ability for 
computers to work together to process high volumes of requests is imperative for large 
organizations. The computers can transfer work to and from each other or share process 
activities from the same Needs Levels. If one computer supports only lower Needs Levels, 
any higher Needs Level requests must be directed to a computer within the group that can 
support these higher Needs Level requests.

The solution can consist of multiple computers of differing versions that are all 
designed and built from the same architecture.
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Thus far, we described how the computers can be extended to add new functions. The 
following issues beyond functions can cause computers to be extended:

� Speed

The computer has the functions, but needs a faster level of performance.

� Availability

The organization needs the services to be available all the time so the computer must be 
highly reliable. Therefore, it must recover from component failures or seamlessly switch to 
an alternative component if a failure occurs.

� Security

The organization might be subject to requirements that stipulate that certain aspects of its 
data must be encrypted or perhaps access to data is restricted.

There are other considerations, but these reasons show why the computers might expand 
their functions to improve their capabilities and value to the organization.

Outgrowing the architecture

What happens when the Needs Levels exceed the capabilities of the computer and the 
architecture? This situation can mean that the computer can no longer be expanded within 
the architectural framework. Therefore, the architecture cannot provide a solution to satisfy 
the Needs Levels.

Consider this serious issue from the perspective of the organization that uses the architecture 
and solutions to meet its needs. The effect on the organization, associated organizations, 
customers, partners, business applications, and workforce can be far reaching. The fabric of 
the organization’s ability to exist might be put at risk. This problem can result in the following 
suggested responses:

� Move to another platform architecture
� Modify the existing platform architecture

The first suggestion involves some form of conversion or migration to another set of solutions 
that are based on a new architecture that meets the new Needs Levels. This option demands 
careful consideration and planning. An organization often faces the following typical 
challenges:

� New business applications
� Archived data and having programs to access that data
� Skills within the workforce
� Conversion or migration effort
� Conversion or migration costs
� Risk to the organization
� Backward compatibility
� Security exposures
� Legal requirements
� Expected longevity of the target architecture
� Change freeze on applications during the conversion or migration
� Compatibility of the new solutions with partnerships
� IT Infrastructure changes (hardware, software, processes, procedures, and support)

There are other challenges and their range and intensity vary from organization to 
organization. 
7



The second suggestion is aimed at the architecture supplier. The supplier must continually 
evaluate the needs of the consumers and forecast needs and protect the consumers’ needs 
to avoid a situation whereby the architecture becomes obsolete and poses a threat to the 
consumers.

As you saw components’ functions expanded to meet new Needs Levels, the architecture 
must expand and accommodate more functions for the components that form the solutions 
offered to organizations. The supplier often faces the following typical challenges in extending 
an architecture include:

� Backward compatibility for solutions
� Extend the architecture rather than replace it
� Avoid functional redundancy
� Expand with further growth in mind
� Prevent the need for complicated migrations
� Provide for component upgrades
� Continue to meet the consumers’ needs
� Position to meet projected consumers’ needs

The key point is that the architecture should add to its capabilities and not replace capabilities 
to avoid issues with backward compatibility. Without the backward compatibility, you might 
assume that the architecture was replaced rather than expanded.

Figure 7 shows how the architecture and component expansion meet the organizations’ 
needs.

Figure 7   Architecture expansion

The architecture achieves longevity if it can satisfy current and future needs and remain 
flexible. In addition, the components must continue to expand in alignment with the 
architecture to minimize disruption and provide organizations with an upgrade path to meet all 
their envisaged needs.

The solution and components must be able to scale to organizations’ needs 
and provide a smooth upgrade path if longevity is to be achieved.
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Architecture and components

The definition of architecture (as described in “Introduction” on page 1) states: “The 
architecture of a system defines it attributes as seen by the programmer, that is, the 
conceptual structure and functional behavior of the machine...” and then continues by 
distinguishing the architecture apart from other areas by stating “...as distinct from the 
organization of the data flow, the logical design, the physical design, and the performance of 
any implementation.”

Based on this definition, you can surmise that the conceptual structure and functional 
behavior of the machine as seen by the programmer is our guideline to understanding more 
about the architecture and what it does or does not entail. The conceptual structure provides 
programmers with a solid base to design solutions knowing that while they remain within the 
conceptual structures, the solution works because they understand the functional behavior of 
the machine. 

The need for scaling up is covered by the remainder of the definition, which states: “Several 
dissimilar machine implementations may conform to a single architecture. When the 
execution of a set of programs on different machine implementations produces the results as 
defined by a single architecture, the implementations are considered to be compatible for 
those programs.” 

A key point here is that the architecture governs the components of the computer. Although 
the components might change logically and physically, they remain compatible and functional 
if they conform to the architecture. If the components drive the architecture, the integrity of the 
architecture is challenged and can lead to architectural incompatibilities and hence failure. 

Looking at components and other layers that perform different roles, all of them play a part in 
providing an organization with a solution. These combinations help to further clarify the role of 
the architecture and its relationship with all the components that offer a solution.

Consider the following areas:

� Compute

The ability for the machine to perform the appropriate action on data that is presented to it 
is essential. Actions, such as a calculation, copy, or comparison, are typical. The compute 
function also contains memory, which allows for the data to travel to and from the areas 
where the compute functions can be performed. However, be aware that there are 
different levels of memory.

� Storage

Programs must be stored for retrieval and execution. Data also must be stored when not in 
use. 

� Network

The components must communicate with each other on the same machine, between other 
machines of the same architecture, and to networks with many different devices, such as 
different computers and personal digital devices via the Internet.

If you take these three areas (see Figure 8 on page 10), plan how each area should work in 
terms of a conceptual structure and functional behavior, and define those areas as the base 
allowing its functions to be expanded and maintained, you have a strong architecture on 
which components can be built to service the business needs. 
9



Figure 8   Programmer view of architecture

The consistent view for the programmer is the architecture. The programmer might have an 
awareness of the components, but these components can change and the programmer might 
not be aware of the changes. Consistency and compatibility are maintained if the programmer 
can understand the architecture.

The components relate to the three base areas of the architecture and can change or expand. 
If the architecture is adhered to, the changes or expansion are acceptable. There might be 
more components; the components that are shown in the Figure 8 are a simple base to show 
the relationship with the architecture.

Instruction set 

Thus far, we described the organizations’ needs and solutions. The solutions are comprised 
mainly of an architecture with components that were designed, built, and expanded to suit 
new needs. We also described the base areas of the architecture; specifically, the 
components that relate to the hardware of the computer. 

The next area of consideration is the instruction set. The instruction set can be regarded as 
the language of the machine. While not an official definition, it helps clarify where the 
instruction set fits in to the overall picture. The instruction set is defined based on the 
architecture and then built as part of the hardware so that physical components can provide 
the expected functional behavior of the machine. Microcode also is added to assist with 
running functions within the hardware.

The next section describes other components that establish different layers that are built 
within the scope of the architecture. All of these layers provide organizations with solutions to 
meet their needs. The hardware aspects that relate to the architecture are shown in Figure 9 
on page 11.

“The architecture of a system defines it attributes as seen by the programmer, 
that is, the conceptual structure and functional behavior of the machine...”
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Figure 9   Architecture hardware layers

Operating systems and software

The next layer is the operating system. An operating system provides the next base level for 
business applications, user programs, specialist security software, and other software 
components, such as online transaction handlers, and systems management software to run. 
Figure 10 shows the software components of the system. 

Figure 10   Architecture software layers

Figure 10 also shows the basic components that bring the architecture from a concept into a 
reality.

The architecture hardware layer built on the compute, storage, 
and network areas.
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